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A religious community is changed when a non-believer has an ecstatic experience. The 1830's Shaker society
-ofJenn
Goddu
Pleasant
Hill, Kentucky, is set in ordered ways. Their once dramatic form of worship has by now developed
into routine. The arrival of Fanny upsets the harmony; the Sisters suspect her to be a "winter Shaker," one
who suddenly converts when life gets too hard on the farm. Fanny sees angels in the meadow, and soon all
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PERFORMANCES
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Keenan’s
MISSION Lexicon demands the most attention, albeit in a pushy way. Keenan, a top-shelf
sound
designer,
recorded
minutes
or so of
cosmic stream-of-consciousness
philosophies
New Leaf
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(two uncredited voice-over artists give the evening’s best performances) [NOTE: Nick Keenan
performed all voiceovers in Lexicon] and pairs it with an unspecific movement piece. If his rambling thoughts about topics like color refraction and the culture wars provoked us to think
more deeply about his subjects, the efforts would be less wasteful. Since New Leaf has the
resources and ambition to mount new works, it should take on single full-length projects.

- Christopher Piatt
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